In this era of information overload, discovering knowledge is a challenge. However, a new generation of text mining tools enables researchers and practitioners to analyse large volumes of data. This paper illustrates the design of knowledge discovery system -Chanakya using text mining. Chanakya works in two stages. Stage 1 uses naive Bayes classifier, a supervised machine-learning algorithm to train for classes, as we explicitly provide training data that is labelled with classes. Stage 2 uses k-means analysis, an unsupervised machine-learning algorithm to determine what categories are emerging from the mentions of each class. We use the 2016 presidential elections Twitter feeds to illustrate the use of Chanakya. Chanakya offers a commentary on the current state of the political arena after analysing the candidate tweets and how people are reacting to these tweets.
knowledge extraction from unstructured text and incorporating the new information in a knowledge-base. Text mining methods seek to use an understanding of natural language text to extract information and transform the findings into knowledge to aid decision makers in making sound decisions. This study illustrates the use and development of a new methodology for text mining that is a combination of supervised and unsupervised learning. Further, as Web 2.0 transitioned from static hyper text markup language (HTML) webpages to more dynamic webpages to facilitate enhanced user interactivity and collaboration, social networking sites and social media has permeated our society. Typically, people use unstructured or semi-structured language for communications on social networking forums. Therefore, another objective of the proposed study is to illustrate the use of text mining techniques in analysing social networking websites. The application of text mining techniques on social networking websites can give a better insight into inter-personal interaction and the impact on an organisation and society in general.
This study proposes the design of a knowledge discovery system -Chanakya using text mining. Chanakya works in two stages. Stage 1 uses naive Bayes classifier, a supervised machine-learning algorithm to train for classes, as we explicitly provide training data marked with classes. Stage 2 uses k-means analysis, an unsupervised machine-learning algorithm to determine the categories emerging from the mentions of each class. Further, we use the 2016 presidential elections twitter feeds to illustrate the use of Chanakya. Chanakya offers a commentary on the current state of the political arena after analysing the candidate tweets and how people are reacting to these tweets. We organise the rest of the paper as follows. In Section 2, we provide the pertinent literature review on the use of text mining. Section 3 discusses the details of the supervised and unsupervised learning models used in this study to analyse textual data. Section 4 discusses the layout of the research undertaken. In Section 5, we provide a discussion of the empirical results and Section 6 summarises and concludes this study to provide future directions for research.
Literature review
The recent tremendous technical advances in processing power, storage capacity and inter-connectivity of computer technology is creating unprecedented quantities of digital data. Consequently, data mining, the science of extracting useful knowledge from such huge data repositories, has emerged as an interdisciplinary field in BI (Chakrabarti et al., 2006) . Data mining is the process of discovering interesting and useful patterns and relationships in large volumes of data. The field combines tools from statistics and artificial intelligence (such as neural networks and machine learning) with database management to analyse large digital collections, known as datasets (Clifton, 2010) . Data mining techniques have been widely applied to problems in business (insurance, banking, retail), science (astronomy, medicine) and government (security -detection of criminals and terrorists). In addition, researchers and practitioners widely believe that data mining will have profound impact on our society. Traditionally, organisations apply data mining technologies to extract knowledge from their structured data resources using conventional relational database technologies. However, typically, over 80% of all information available to an organisation is in textual form (Ananyan, 2003) . Decision makers extensively apply data mining techniques for extracting knowledge from text to applications including question answering, document summarisation, event extraction and trend monitoring. Moreover, current methods have mainly been tested on small-scale customised datasets for specific purposes. The availability of large volumes of data and high-velocity data streams (such as social media feeds) motivates the need to automatically extract knowledge from such data sources and to generalise existing approaches to more practical applications (Krzywicki et al., 2016) . In addition, 85% of an organisation's knowledge store is unstructured data, mostly in textual form and can be useful only when synthesised into knowledge (Robb, 2004) . Text mining, data mining of freeform text, is the next generation of data mining tools that allows businesses to extract key elements from large unstructured datasets, discover relationships and summarise information. Text mining is an umbrella term that represents a collection of fundamental capabilities to transform and mine freeform text data and evaluate semi-structured data. The business objectives of text mining are identical to those for structured data mining. Therefore, we can integrate text mining tools with existing data mining resource to provide better analytical results as opposed to using them separately (Pennock, 2004) . Depending on the mode of delivery, text mining functionality offers two major categories: natural or symbolic language processing (NLP) and statistical language processing (SLP). NLP techniques typically rely on rule-based understanding of human language, recognising the roles of parts of speech such as nouns, adjectives and verbs and other elements of syntax and semantics. SLP techniques, on the other hand, utilise a statistical analysis of the text to identify patterns in the data as opposed to relying on a prior understanding of natural language rules. Frequently, functions such as cleaning, categorisation, extraction and modelling use a combination of the two techniques to accomplish certain tasks. Text mining is a developing area and researchers and practitioners are working to develop techniques that are more effective. Recently, taking the idea of text mining a step further, several architectures propose what is being called knowledge mining (Krzywicki et al., 2016) . Knowledge mining is defined as integrating data mining for knowledge extraction from unstructured text (possibly making use of a knowledgebase) and at the same time, consistently incorporating this new information into the knowledge-base.
As illustrated above, many authors define text mining in different ways. Text mining is a knowledge discovery process used to extract interesting and non-trivial patterns from natural language (Sorensen, 2009) . Text mining involves multidisciplinary fields such as information retrieval, text analysis, NLP, information classification and database technology. On the other hand, Liu and Lu (2011) define text mining techniques as an extension of data mining technique. We mainly use data mining to extract logical patterns from structured database. While, text mining techniques are more complex as compared with data mining due to the unstructured and fuzzy nature of natural language text (Kano et al., 2009) . Text mining has been successfully applied to many applications such as library science (Liddy, 2000; Kostoff et al., 2001 ) and information systems (He and Hui, 2002; Sanchez et al., 2002) . Nasukawa and Nagano (2001) present a technology to find patterns in PC help centres to enable automatic detection of product failures. Davis et al. (2006) have developed web services-based solution where text mining specialists process the literature obtained from publishers and make their results available to remote customers (research scientists). Froelich et al. (2005) demonstrate the use of text mining in the airline domain, showing how incident reports can be used to increase the amount of organisational knowledge gleaned from text data. Through text mining, airlines and regulatory agencies can learn more about mechanical, organisational and behavioural problems in a more comprehensive and timely manner. The study illustrates a process of text mining that would enable airline analysts to verify predetermined concepts as well as to discuss unexpected patterns. Cerrito (2004) illustrates the use of text mining by hospitals to examine their own coding practices. The results of analysis can enable clinicians to improve the coding of diagnosis and risk factors in patient medical charts and improving hospital's ranking in quality models and overall patient care. Carrillo et al. (2011) apply knowledge discovery from text and text mining to seek trends in reviews on project completion in a construction company. The study illustrates the design of experiments to analyse post project review reports to investigate the use of text mining in identifying trends and uncovering useful knowledge from the reports. Yadollahi et al. (2017) present a need for a new perspective on the literature on sentiment analysis, with a focus on emotion mining. They present a taxonomy of sentiment analysis, survey on polarity classification methods and resources and a complete survey on emotion theories and emotion-mining research. Varathan et al. (2017) present a survey that covers comparative opinion mining from two different perspectives -techniques and comparative opinion elements. Gambhir and Gupta (2017) present a comprehensive survey of recent text summarisation extractive approaches developed in the last decade. Furthermore, they also compare and contrast these approaches on shared DUC datasets. Durfee et al. (2007) illustrate a new text mining methodology: prototype-matching for text clustering, developed by the authors' research group. The methodology was applied to four applications: clustering documents based on their abstracts, analysing financial data, distinguishing authorship and evaluating multiple translation similarity. Kilinc et al. (2017) present the creation of a new dataset TTC-3600 that can be used in the studies of text categorisation of Turkish news and articles. Gajzler (2010) illustrates the simplification of the process of knowledge acquisition, its automation and shortening as well as the creation of ready-made models containing knowledge. Ting et al. (2015) investigate the validities and usefulness of text mining, a promising approach in generating valuable information from eWOM communication. Kayser and Blind (2017) explore the potential of text mining for foresight using different data sources, text mining approaches and foresight methods. The authors outline examples for roadmapping and scenario development. Lee et al. (2018) use text and data mining to investigate the relationship between the text patterns of annual reports published by US listed companies and sales performance. They identify sentences and patterns that indicate the future business performance of a company.
Another very important application of text mining is social networking. Social networking websites create new ways for engaging people coming from different communities (Baumer et al., 2010) . In addition, social networks also allow users to communicate with people with different moral and social values. The websites provide a very powerful medium for communication among individuals that leads to mutual learning and sharing of valuable knowledge (Sorensen, 2009) . Facebook, LinkedIn and MySpace are the most popular social networking websites. At these sites, people can communicate with each other by joining different communities and discussion groups. Also, these sites can solve coordination problems among people that may arise because of geographical distance (Evans et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011) and can increase the effectiveness of social campaigns Khan, 2009a, 2009b; Baumer et al., 2010) by disseminating the required information anywhere and anytime. However, most people generally use unstructured or semi-structured language for communication while using social networks. Being an informal network, people do not use proper spellings and accurate grammatical construction of a sentence thus leading to different types of ambiguities, such as lexical, syntactic and semantic (Sorensen, 2009) . Therefore, extracting logical patterns with accurate information from such unstructured form is a critical task to perform. The application of text mining techniques to social networking websites can reveal person-to-person interaction behaviours. Also, we can use text mining techniques along with social networks to find general opinion about any specific subject, human thinking patterns and group identification (Aggarwal, 2011) . Recently, researchers have also developed decision trees (DTs) and hierarchical clustering (text mining techniques) for group recommendation in Facebook where user can join the group based on similar patterns in user profiles (Baatarjav et al., 2008) . Li and Wu (2010) study an online forums hotspot detection and forecast using sentiment analysis and text mining approaches. Favaretto and Francisco (2017) collected 2,381 documents published in the Journal of Business Administration using an automated process. They further analyse these documents using techniques such as bibliometrics, text mining, social networking and geo-analysis. Rose and Lennerholt (2017) outline a design research approach to build a five stage, low technology and low cost text mining design research process using insights from the text mining literature. They further summarise a prototype process experimenting with trends in BI. Christensen et al. (2017) propose a method to analyse online community data with a special focus on identifying ideas. They use a combination of text mining and machine-learning techniques to identify ideas hidden in large amounts of texts. Prusa and Khoshgoftaar (2017) propose a new method of creating character-level representations of text to reduce the computational costs associated with training a deep convolutional network. Further, they show that we can use the proposed embedding with padded convolutional layers to enable the use of current convolutional network architectures, while still facilitating faster training and higher performance than the previous approach for learning from character level. Carerud (2017) applies text mining methodologies to explore and describe the digital library of the International Journal of Quality and Reliability Management from 1984 to 2014. They use k-means clustering and probabilistic topic modelling with latent Dirichlet allocation to structure and condense the data. He et al. (2018) illustrate a new method to evaluate the perceived quality of a product using a combination of text mining with a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method.
The literature review presents many studies that stress the importance of text mining in analysing unstructured data. As is evident, the field is in its infancy and would benefit from development of text mining methodologies in analysing unstructured data generated from social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter and MySpace.
Methodology
The basic premise of Chanakya is a text analyser that uses sentiment analysis tools to visualise the textual content. Chanakya analyses the text data and classifies the related data into categories. The system further analyses the related content emerging from the original analysis. At the heart of Chanakya is the sentiment analysis engine. The sentiment analyser is powered by a naive Bayes classifier. We train the naive Bayes classifier using a set of documents, where each document contains textual content along with a class label. The classifier examines the words that occur most often in each document, computes the probability that a document is in a particular class given that certain words have occurred a certain number of times. In order for the algorithm to work best, we strip each document of common words, such as 'the'. The naive Bayes classifier is an example of a supervised machine-learning algorithm, as we explicitly provide training data, labelled with classes.
The second aspect of mentions analysis, as explained above, is finding the emergent categories. We use k-means analysis to determine what categories are emerging from the mentions of each class. K-means analysis is an unsupervised machine-learning algorithm. Unsupervised machine learning algorithms are very different from supervised algorithms. Supervised learning algorithms require us to label the data as opposed to unsupervised algorithms that do not require data labelling. We primarily use unsupervised algorithms to discover the underlying structure of data or to find similar patterns in the data. K-means analysis is a clustering algorithm that tries to group similar data points into one or more clusters. K-means takes a dataset, the number of clusters to find and the number of iterations required to find these clusters. K-means randomly generates k centroids or centre points. Further, the algorithm assigns the nearest data points to each centroid and recalculates the position of the centroid as an average of all assigned points. We repeat this step for n iterations. Eventually, the algorithm should reach a point when no centroid is changing position (convergence) for any clusters in the data. Using this algorithm, we group tweets that seem similar into two categories, four categories and six categories by running k-means with two clusters, then four clusters and finally six clusters. Finally, we see the most used key words for each group of similar tweets. Again, for this algorithm to work best, we strip each tweet of common words and run the tweet through a counter. Next, we apply the k-means algorithm to generate the clusters. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we describe mathematical details of both algorithms.
Naive Bayes classifier
Naive Bayes classifiers are a family of machine learning systems that use simple probabilistic classifiers based on Bayes' theorem with strong (naive) independence assumptions between the features. Naive Bayes is a simplistic technique for constructing classifiers using models that assign class labels to problem instances. Further, we represent each problem instance as a vector of values with the class labels drawn from a finite set. Given the class variable, a naive Bayes classifiers assumes that the value of a particular feature is independent of the value of any other feature.
A naive Bayes is a conditional probability model that represents a problem instance (to be classified) as a vector X = (X 1 , X 2 , …, X n ). Vector X represents n features (independent variables) of the problem.
The instance probability for each of the K possible outcomes of classes C k is:
Using Bayes theorem for conditional probability, we can compute
where the evidence z = p(x) is a scaling factor dependent only on X 1 , X 2 , …, X n that is a constant if the values of the feature variables are known (Murty and Devi, 2011) . To estimate the parameters for a feature's distribution, we use multinomial distribution. For a multinomial event model, samples, or feature vectors, represent the frequencies of generation of certain events as a multinomial (P 1 , P 2 , …, P n ) where P i is the probability that event i occurs (or K multinomials in case of multiclasses). A feature vector X = (X 1 , X 2 , …., X n ) is a histogram, where X i counts the number of occurrences of event i for a particular instance. An event model for document classification typically uses events to represent the occurrence of a word in a single document. Further, we use bag-of-words model to facilitate NLP and information retrieval. In this model, a text (such as a sentence or a document) is represented as the bag (allows multiple instances in a multiset) of words, disregarding grammar and even word order but keeping multiplicity. In the bag-of-words model, the frequency of occurrence of each word is a feature for training a classifier.
The likelihood of observing a histogram x is given by
When expressed in log-space, the multinomial naive Bayes classifier becomes a linear classifier as follows:
Log | Log (where represents proportionality) =Log Log
where b = Log P(C k ) and w ki = Log P ki . However, if a given class and feature value do not occur together in the training data, the frequency-based probability estimate of the feature will be zero. This would lead to loss of information in other probabilities when multiplied by zero. Thus, to ensure that no probability is ever set to zero, we incorporate a small-sample correction, called pseudo count. We call this count Laplace smoothing.
K-means clustering
K-means clustering is a method of vector quantisation used for cluster analysis in data mining. k-means clustering partitions n observations into k clusters where each observation is placed in the cluster with the nearest mean, thus, serving as a prototype of the cluster. This results in a partitioning of the data space into Voronoi cells.
Given a set of observations (x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ), where each observation is a d-dimensional real vector, k-means clustering aims to partition the n observations into k (≤ n) sets S = {S 1 , S 2 , …, S k } so as to minimise the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS) (sum of distance functions of each point in the cluster to the K centre). Thus, the objective is to find:
where µ i is the mean of points in S i .
We use an iterative refinement technique called the k-means algorithm for machine learning (MacKay, 2003) .
Given an initial set of k means
1 , , , … k m m the algorithm alternates between two steps: 1 Assignment step: Assign each observation to the cluster whose mean yields the least WCSS. Since the sum of squares is the squared Euclidean distance, this is intuitively the 'nearest' mean. (Mathematically, this implies partitioning the observations according to the Voronoi diagram generated by the means).
where each x p is assigned to exactly one S (t) , even if it can be assigned to multiple sets.
2 Update step: Calculate the new means to be the centroids of the observations in the new clusters.
( )
The arithmetic mean being a least-squares estimator, also minimises theWCSS objective.
The algorithm converges when the assignments no longer change. Since both steps optimise the WCSS objective and there only exists a finite number of such partitionings, the algorithm always converges to a (local) optimum. However, there is no guarantee that the algorithm will find the global optimum. As the algorithm assigns objects to the nearest cluster by distance, the aim is to minimise the WCSS objective and there by using 'least sum of squares', that is exactly equivalent to assigning by the smallest Euclidean distance.
Design of research
Twitter is a popular medium today for communication in our society. We use Twitter as the major source of unstructured data for our analysis. Currently, we have gathered data on the presidential election. We developed the following procedure to gather unstructured data on the presidential race. Most notably, we now see politics play out today on Twitter. The 2016 presidential elections have seen extensive usage of Twitter. Chanakya aims to monitor and analyse the pulse of politics on Twitter. We trained Chanakya's sentiment analysis engine on a dataset of 1.7 million tweets. Further, we used approximately 10% of the data for testing. Chanakya processes each tweet so that the model can tag the tweet. First, Chanakya strips each tweet of common words. Then, a counter scans each tweet through a counter to counts the words. Finally, the model generates the probabilities and outputs a prediction. Chanakya applies the sentiment analyser tool using a naive Bayes classifier to analyse the presidential candidate's tweets. The candidates do not tweet much throughout the day, so we can easily download and analyse these tweets for a short-time period. In addition, Chanakya also analyses two other important aspects: 'replies' and 'mentions'. 'Replies' are tweets that are tweeted by the average user in response to a candidate's tweet. 'Mentions' are tweets that are tweeted by the average user that simply tag a candidate. The 'mention' can be 'replies', but they do not have to be 'replies'. Next, we apply k-means clustering to cluster similar tweets into emerging categories. In order to get meaningful results, Chanakya downloads 20,000 tweets per candidate. However, Twitter limits the amount of search/download requests that can be made in a 15-minute time period per developer account (Twitter allows developers to build applications that connect to their API with specific access keys). Initially, in order to download just 5,000 tweets per candidate using only one Twitter developer account, Chanakya took anywhere from 45 minutes to an hour and a half. Thus, to get around these time constraints, we created the Chanakya constellation, a series of ten Twitter developer accounts that Chanakya switches through to get a high throughput. Using this strategy, we downloaded 20,000 tweets per candidate in approximately 20 minutes. Currently, Chanakya runs five analysis at five scheduled times throughout the day. We use the 'mentions' and 'replies' data to analyse the overall sentiment being generated by the candidates on Twitter. We apply naive Bayes model to tag each tweet as either negative emotion or positive emotion. We then calculate the percentage of positive replies/mentions and percentage of negative replies/mentions. Currently, Chanakya stores all results into a DynamoDB database running on the local machine. The DynamoDB database stores each candidate's tweets, the associated sentiment and the number of negative and positive replies. We analysed this data using multiple methods. Firstly, we performed regression on the number of positive and negative tweets per day by each candidate. We used this data to predict trends and to see if any particular day really stands out from the norm. Secondly, we built a prediction tool that can predict if a candidate's tweet will have mostly negative replies or mostly positive replies. Finally, we can built another naive Bayes classifier to analyse these predictions. Finally, we used an algorithm that can discover categories that emerge from the way that the candidates tweet using K-means clustering. Figure 1 displays the schematic diagram of Chanakya. As illustrated in Figure 1 , Chanakya gathers data from the ten Twitter developer accounts to feed data to the Chanakya constellation. Chanakya engine processes all the data using DynamoDB. Further, Chanakya uses the two algorithms -naive Bayes classifier and K-means clustering. Figure 2 illustrates the Chanakya's basic algorithm. Section 5 presents empirical analysis of our results.
Empirical analysis
After configuring Chanakya to gather data from the constellation, we comprehensively analysed the raw output. Table 1 displays the list of positive and negative sentiments for these four months. Over the course of four months, some clear patterns emerged from the data. The candidates themselves did not necessarily have a pattern for how many positive or negative tweets they would share. However, the positive and negative sentiment of the tweets appear to follow current events, such as the Orlando shootings, debates outcome, Access Hollywood tapes and Hillary Clinton's email probe. These events spin tweets as positive or negative depending on the nature of the event. For example, after a disappointing first debate on 9/27/2016 (https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/28/us/politics/hillary-clintondonald-trump-debate.html), Hillary Clinton has 74 positive sentiments as opposed to Donald Trump's 40 positive sentiments. Likewise, after the publication of Access Hollywood tapes on 10/07/2016 by Washington Post (https://www.washingtonpost.com/ local/the-trump-access-hollywood-tape-is-playing-on-repeat-for-12-hours-on-the-mall/ 2017/10/06/c19a4d52-aaa2-11e7-92d1-58c702d2d975_story.html?utm_term=.27bc0edc 5477) Hillary Clinton has eight positive sentiments as opposed to Donald Trump's three positive sentiments. On average, Hillary Clinton tended to tweet more often than Donald Trump did. In general, both candidates tended to tweet more positively, as in many cases their tweets were simply statement of fact. For example, both candidates would tweet about a rally/event that they were holding, or in some cases simply tweet 'thank you'. In addition, we can see a Trump twitter controversy played out by the number of negative tweets Trump made in one day. However, in general, the tweets of the candidates, when analysed in isolation, only describe a small part of the Twitter verse. As illustrated in Figure 3 , we examine the data for 11/8/2016, the day after the election. Chanakya presents a summary of positive and negative sentiments, positive and negative replies and positive and negative mentions for the two candidates. We can see that Hillary had 49 positive tweets and 19 negative tweets. Trump had 14 positive tweets and two negative tweets. Replies to Hillary were 67% positive and 33% negative while Trump had 47% positive replies and 53% negative. Further, 81% of all mentions of Hillary Clinton were positive while 19% were negative. Furthermore, 75% of all mentions of Trump were positive while 25% were negative. In addition, Chanakya also analyses 2-clusters, 4-clusters and 6-clusters to find emerging patterns. Hillary's clusters on 11/8/2016 show variation. In a 2-cluster analysis, there are two emerging clustersone supporting Hillary Clinton and another supporting Donald Trump. In a 4-cluster analysis, the first cluster links to pictures or videos. The second cluster focused on underestimated polls, how close the vote was and even a hint of anger. The third cluster focused on fox news, Trump, CNN and news outlets. The fourth cluster focused on emotions such as hate, hope, love and pride. In a 6-cluster analysis, there are some changes. The first cluster for Hillary is entirely in Spanish, focusing on the historic win of Trump. The second cluster has links to many different pictures, or videos. The third cluster focuses on some very negative emotions, such as reactions to the election. The fourth cluster focuses on pride and voting. The fifth cluster is somewhat ambivalent and seems to focus on pictures/videos again. The sixth cluster focuses on news outlets again and history. On the contrary, the Trump clusters are somewhat different. In a 4-cluster analysis, we see that the first cluster focuses on officials and problems in a county in Utah. In the second cluster, we see jubilance for the win, such as make the USA great again, win, etc.
The third category focuses on watching the results from Manhattan tower, a reference to Trump tower in Manhattan and again talks about excitement. The fourth cluster seems to have a focus on the left (probably meaning liberals). In a 6-cluster analysis, we see that the first cluster focuses on the left again. The second cluster focuses on the Utah election machine issues again. The third cluster seems to be either pictures or videos. The fourth cluster focuses on make the USA great again and celebrating the win. The fifth cluster is the same as the third cluster. The sixth cluster focuses on what US needs. Likewise, Figure As explained above, Chanakya also analysed mentions and replies. Since Twitter does not allow us to specifically search for replies to a candidate's Tweet only, Chanakya has to extract replies from mentions. The sentiment of replies did not seem to follow any particular pattern at all. The average sentiment would vary throughout the day at times with no discernible reason. On possible explanation can be that the lower sample size of replies lead to higher variances in the sentiment of replies. However, as in most cases, we were not able to get more than 400 or 500 replies from the 20,000 mentions downloaded. If we look for 4 emergent categories, the most frequent terms used in the 4 emergent categories are: Category 0: hillaryclinton https rt realdonaldtrump trump hillary amp foxnews vote don president seanhannity women just imwithher donald clinton teamtrump open chriscolfer day potus record billclinton right wall wikileaks people pxicyip0j5 debate does talk street want know husband american anncoulter like emails Category 1: man rwhw7yefi2 allow horrific oasacjnnae arena ain corybooker president https woman rt hillaryclinton foxnews realdonaldtrump findmenapping fingers finger finest fine finish finds finished financing finding financial finally final filtrados filthy filthiest filth filter films film fillery filled fille filipino finneyk Category 2: https vh3woeaf9q ttgeqy51pu njvbkpsjpr x4kot0lfv8 teenage power girls mean stop woman rt women president trump belonged whit hillaryclinton foster imagine feel care white house make did like financial finger finds financing finest fine findmenapping finding filtrados finally final fjcrmn0uw5 fixtheva If we look for 6 emergent categories, the most frequent terms used in the 6 emergent categories are: Category 0: vote globeopinion answer egoqqyi4un neilturner_ polling place walk run endorses https don opendebate openquestion hillary rt typ texas evanasmith asking women wins hillaryclinton believe president yes chance debates think amp realdonaldtrump naiman peta ruthvitale1 riromtz 3dvl2visun sutterink patrickryne sophiamillerc storminlaura Category 1: seanhannity monica https loony toon narcissistic refers fair oral intern oval rt sex office lies es0bhw6ijd brag selective laugh kathleen juanita sounds long paula husband moral tape outrage coxxswqrrm accused night person hillaryclinton campaign know did like shill lol talk Category 2: man https president rt rwhw7yefi2 allow horrific hillaryclinton pxicyip0j5 day record chriscolfer oasacjnnae arena ain corybooker imwithher woman vzczkmpnxt gentlemen ladies realjameswoods donald replacement emergency 8vx4j4hulf rules democrats breaking drop engage jnkttf6csb drives anncoulter superior chance worst doesn ve talk Category 3: x4kot0lfv8 teenage girls mean woman president https rt hillaryclinton lying corrupt finds fine finest finger ‫ﻣﺬﻫﻠﺔ‬fingers finding finish finished finneyk findmenapping finally financing financial firebillybush final filtrados filthy filthiest filth filter films film fillery filled fille fir firetrump fired Category 4: https vh3woeaf9q ttgeqy51pu njvbkpsjpr power stop trump women rt evening wave tower came debates supporters 9p et tomorrow hillaryclinton foxnews realdonaldtrump hh1zjsdmqg emdxktkxqx weneedhillary fillery fingers fine finish film finger finished finest films filthiest finds filter filthy findmenapping finding financing The mentions data illustrate the impact that news and Tweets had on sentiment and keywords. Sentiment would change in line with real world events. The debates, for example, had an impact on Twitter mention sentiment, as did the controversies for each candidate. However, generally speaking, the sentiments tended to have a 65-35 split of positive-negative for each candidate throughout the campaigns. Nevertheless, Trump had many more moments of high negativity in mention analysis as opposed to Hillary Clinton. Nevertheless, we should understand that negative sentiment does not necessarily mean that these are comments directed against a candidate. They can be about anyone or anything, but are simply of a negative nature. Even more interestingly, the mention cluster analysis was very descriptive of what key concepts were extremely important at that time. During any controversy, one could see that key words of that controversy floated to the top of at least one cluster. During the debates, key blunders or ideas would also become the topic of the clusters. Trump's controversies did not usually fade, but did not feature as prominently as Clinton's email scandal in the clusters. Overall, a close analysis of the clusters leads us to believe that the email scandal was fading at times. However, throughout the election, email scandal persisted in the clusters. On the other hand, the Trump scandals did slowly fade away. Thus, Chanakya successfully analysed the position of the two candidates during some key moments of the election campaigns.
Summary, conclusion and future research directions
Traditionally, organisations have been using conventional data mining techniques such as statistical analysis, neural networks, genetic algorithms, or simple what-if analysis to gain a better insight into the workings of the business, analyse consumer data and develop better ways to improve business productivity. With improved data storage and computer processing power, a modern organisation has a vast source of digital data at their disposal that can be analysed using BI methodologies. However, traditional BI techniques apply to structured data and typically, 80% of organisational data is unstructured. Text mining is a fast developing area that analyses unstructured, textual data. Many researchers and practitioners are developing text mining solutions to find actionable information buried within the unstructured text such as notes, documents, email and messages. The objective of these efforts is to develop methods to draw inferences from relatively, free-form digital data and aid decision-makers in making better decisions. Further, we also find an opportunity for knowledge mining to categorise unstructured text and place in indexes to make the knowledge reusable for current and future business applications. The ultimate objective is to create an 'intelligent-base' of information and knowledge for operational and decisional use by managers. Text mining is a fast developing area of research that is fast gaining importance in the coming years. As we move from traditional client/server systems to web and wireless-based approaches, the ability to analyse unstructured data to draw useful inferences will tremendously benefit every organisation. The contribution of this study is to develop a text mining, knowledge discovery, methodology to analyse unstructured, textual data and thus, contribute to this newly, developing BI technique. We have applied the methodology to social media analysis on a pilot basis as social media provides vast amount of unstructured, textual data. This paper illustrates the design of knowledge discovery system -Chanakya using text mining. Chanakya works in two stages. Stage 1 uses naive Bayes classifier, a supervised machine-learning algorithm to train for classes, as we explicitly provide training data that is labelled with classes. Stage 2 uses k-means analysis, an unsupervised machine-learning algorithm to determine what categories are emerging from the mentions of each class. We use the 2016 presidential elections Twitter feeds to illustrate the use of Chanakya. Chanakya offers a commentary on the current state of the political arena after analysing the candidate tweets and how people are reacting to these tweets. In addition, Chanakya's analysis is in tandem with the current events and closely follows the expected reaction on certain key issues. Thus, this study successfully illustrates the use of text mining in analysing unstructured text. However, there is always scope for improvement. Some possible extensions can be the use of fuzzy logic, neural networks, or genetic algorithms as co-working learning methodologies that can enable us to do deep learning at multiple layers of sentiment analysis.
